Abstract. This paper returns to the input-output model used by the SNA, with its two rectangular matrices, Supply (or Make) and Use that has a large importance in national, regional and interregional economic analysis. We focus on the product-by-product inputoutput tables (Eurostat's models A and B). Two alternating hypothesis are possible, that of "product technology", almost universally adopted within the framework of SNA (Eurostat model A) and that of "industry technology" (Eurostat's model B). One examines the calculability of the model when the product-technology hypothesis is selected. As the negatives are systematical in the inverse of the matrix of the supply matrix, they are an issue if they appear in the symmetric matrix of technical coefficients or in the inverse matrices (negative flows are nonsense) but also if they only appear in the intermediary matrices because they correspond to negative probabilities, therefore impossible, and the economic interpretation of the model in terms of Markov chains becomes impossible. The model requires the matrices to be square what removes much of the interest of the model. The arguments are based on an attentive reading of the original documentation of the SNA. The same conclusions should be able to be transposed, mutatis mutandis, to the industry-byindustry input-output tables when the fixed industry sales structure assumption is posedEurostat's model C.
Introduction
The two-matrices-input-output model, so-called Supply-Use or Make-Use, is the basis for most charts of national accounting as the SNA or System of National Accounts (United Nations (1968 , 1993 , 1999 , 2001 , 1 but it is also considered as very useful and more realistic than the traditional input-output model for regional or interregional modeling (Oosterhaven 1984) . This model is based on two matrices because the one-to-one correspondence sector/product is abandoned to the benefit of the distinction between industries and commodities, a same product being able to be produced by many industries, and reciprocally. One encounters:
• The Use matrix which is analogous to the Leontief matrix and which describes a linear production function with complimentary inputs.
• The Make or Supply matrix which describes which industry produces which commodity and reciprocally.
Actually, Eurostat (2008) considers two types of tables, the product-by-product inputoutput tables by making an assumption on the technology, and the industry-by-industry inputoutput tables by making the assumption of "fixed sales structure". In this paper, we focus on the product-by-product input-output tables, Eurostat (2008, p. 310) saying that "product-byproduct input-output tables are believed to be more homogeneous in terms of cost structures" while the industry-by-industry input-output tables "are close to statistical sources and more heterogeneous in terms of input structures. It remains to be seen in empirical research which type of tables is the better option for comparisons across nations..." (Eurostat 2008, p. 310) . The demonstrations could be transposed to the industry-by-industry tables; see RuedaCantuche and ten Raa (2008) for a fine analysis of the axiomatics of those tables.
Two hypotheses are set by the SNA 1993 to transfer outputs and associated inputs:
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• The technology based on commodities, also called product-technology assumption , which corresponds to Eurostat's Model A: "Each product is produced in its own specific way, irrespective of the industry where it is produced" (Eurostat 2008, p. 297 ). This hypothesis is recommended by the new SNA even it generates negatives: "Economically, the commodity technology assumption makes more sense than the industry technology assumption" (United Nations 1999, p. 87).
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• Or the technology based on industries, also called industry technology assumption, which corresponds to Eurostat's Model B: "Each industry has its own specific way of production, irrespective of its product mix" (Eurostat 2008, p. 297) . This hypothesis was recommended by the former SNA 1968 (United Nations 1968) but the present SNA 1993 considers that it is incoherent because it leads to incoherent "cooking recipes" (United Nations 1999, p. 99; Almon 2000) . Unlike the product-technology assumption, it violates the last three of the following list of four desirable axioms: materiel equilibrium, financial equilibrium, price invariance, scale invariance (Kop Jansen and Thijs Ten Raa 1990; ten RAA and Rueda-Cantuche 2003; ten RAA 2005) and (United Nations 1999, pp. 100-103) . 4 Following ten Raa (2005) , this is an obvious reason to abandon the hypothesis based on industries.
This paper wants to examine the question of the negatives in the Supply-Use model when the hypothesis of the technology based on commodities is chosen. Various approaches have been proposed by some authors to eliminate the negative terms (Almon 1970 (Almon , 2000 Armstrong, 1975; Rainer 1989; Steenge 1990; Rainer and Richter 1992; Mattey 1993; Mattey and ten Raa 1997 ; for a review, see ten Raa and Rueda-Cantuche (2003) ). Even if they allow solving the problem of negatives, they cannot be more than a stopgap because the negative terms are not caused by some errors or by the presence of different technologies or by heterogeneous classifications, but are inherent to the nature of the technology based on commodities in the Supply-Use model. Indeed, they are necessarily produced by the inversion of the matrix of output proportions of industries, and are present at least one by row and one by column in the inverse of this matrix (de Mesnard, 2004) . Intuitively, one understands that these terms are bothering but beyond of this, it is necessary to ponder about their economic and mathematical meaning. This will allow demonstrating that SNA's approach to fix the problem is wrong: the difficulty cannot be solved by arranging the data or by creating a mixed hypothesis.
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The product-technology hypothesis
In the rectangular models such as SNA, one considers two rectangular homogeneous matrices. The Use matrix, noted U, indicates which quantity of each product each industry 6 buys in order to produce: ij u is the quantity of input i used by industry j. For example, for 2 industries and 3 products:
(1) for all i), j w is the value added of industry j 
This table is similar to those of Miller & Blair (1985, p. 160) but it is transposed by respect to Eurostat (2008, p. 311) . Four accounting identities are given, s being the sum or identity vector, i.e., ( )
, prime denoting the transposition: In connection with the way in which matrix V must be read, two alternative assumptions are posed, that of product technology, examined here, and that of industry-based technology, recalled in annex. The derivation of models' solution will follow the standard presentation of Miller & Blair (1985 pp. 159 -…) . 7 It is possible to present the complete solution of these models: each assumption generates two accounting identities (commodities / commodities and industries / industries) and four inverse matrices (commodities / commodities, commodities / industries, industries / industries and industries / commodities).
While noting by ( ) V U A , the matrix of the direct requirements in intermediate goods formed when one of the two polar assumptions is chosen, the four axioms of Kop Jansen and ten Raa (1990) , ten Raa and Rueda-Cantuche (2003) are as follows (the hat over a vector indicates the diagonal matrix formed from this vector):
• material balance, ( )
• financial balance,
In the product-technology hypothesis, as Miller & Blair (1985, p. 165) [j] in fixed proportions", and the input structure of a product does not depend on the industry which produces really this commodity; that is, the matrix C is fixed: Miller & Blair (1985) , this assumption is applicable to secondary products but for Rainer (1989) , it is not suitable for some secondary products as mineral oil industry. The 1993 System of National Accounts prescribes the product-technology hypothesis (United Nations 1999, p. 98-99) , mainly because it fulfills the four desirable axioms cited above (materiel equilibrium, financial equilibrium, price invariance, scale invariance).
From (6) and (9) one obtains
what indicates how the goods are produced by industries but requires calculating the inverse of C. Remember that C is invertible because it is the product of V and of an invertible matrix from (9)), V being invertible from ten Raa's theorem 7.1 (ten Raa and van der Ploeg 1989, p. 89). Combining (10) with (8) gives:
See also Aidenoff (1970 ), United Nations (1999 , Gilchrist et al. (2000) ; Shao and Miller (1990) have focused on the multiregional case; there is a remarkable survey in Guo et al. (2002) . 8 As for Stone (1961, p. 108) who says: "… on the assumption that the output of each industry is made up of the different products in fixed proportions…". 9 Matrix C is defined as in Miller & Blair (1985) , while it is transposed by respect to de Mesnard ( is the commodity -industry inverse matrix. From (10) one draws
, what carried into (14) gives
and:
where ( )
is the industry -commodity inverse matrix. Finally, from (15) 
is the industry -industry inverse matrix.
Note that in all cases the number of goods must be equal to the number of industries so that the inverse of matrix C can be calculated as of the use of equation (9): Supply and Use matrices must be square, which is highly restrictive and will be discussed in the next section. It is known that this technology, if it does not lead to absurd recipes of production (no chocolate into cheese as Almon says (2000)…) generates negative terms in 1 − C , which, even if they are small, are not interpretable economically and cannot be avoided. It is on this point that we will insist: this will also be discussed in the next section.
The negatives
Where are the negatives?
The existence of negative terms in the Supply-Use model under the producttechnology hypothesis has been badly understood in the past. The negative terms may be very small in absolute value in national accounting matrices: this is why most authors or scholars tend to neglect them or try to remove them by some process even theoretically unsatisfactory. A complete review can be found in ten Raa and Rueda-Cantuche (2003) . Most authors have thought that the negatives are caused by nonhomogeneities (Rainer 1989) or by measurement errors (Steenge 1990) . They have tried to eliminate them by various 7 methods that are absolutely correct in themselves as. For example one may quote the simple method of the SNA (United Nations 1999, p. 97) 10 , the sophisticated Almon's iterative method (Almon 2000) or ten Raa and van der Ploeg's statistical adjustment (1989) (even if they reject the product-technology hypothesis) or the non-negativity constraints (Ten Raa 2005, p. 96) .
11 Alternately, a transition matrix between B and C has been proposed (Steenge 1990) , what is a matter for another category of methods. Rainer (1989) lists three methods to alleviate negatives: set the negatives to zero, set the negatives to zero iteratively as done by Almon (1970) again, or set the negatives to zero by replacing some by a positive value as done by Armstrong (1975) . Most of these methods takes us away from the input-output model. The SNA 1993 thinks that over-specification, misclassification, differences between secondary products and products, and above all, errors in data, are the cause of the negative terms; the following quotation of the SNA 1993 is enlightening (United Nations Mesnard (2004) , it is necessary to add the particular case where matrix C is quasi-diagonal, that is, decomposable with at least one diagonal block: this configuration corresponds to real Make matrices that are large with a few terms out of the diagonal. Almon (2000, p. 30) gives the following example where C is decomposable and the block formed by the last three sectors is diagonal: 
As C is not negative by assumption, and as 
in an equivalent way: there is also one negative term per row of
The negative terms are thus systematic in C in their non diagonal blocks. Remember that a completely diagonal Make matrix makes the model completely equivalent to the singlematrix model of Leontief. Hence, the diagonal block can be considered as trivial in the context of the Supply-Use model, even if, in real Make matrices, there could be many diagonal blocks. This theorem is important because it indicates that scholars 13 and the SNA 1993 (United Nations 1999), are completely misleading on this point.
14 All the cases have obliged to calculate the inverse of matrix C: C generated by the combination of equations (6) and (9) pollute all cases: all the cases contain negative terms and the first appearance of a negative term orders the others. 13 Except ten Raa (1988) 
Why negative technical coefficients are an issue
As the inverse of matrix V necessarily contains negative terms, the matrix • Either this means that j buys a negative quantity of commodity i to sector i. What interpretation for this negative quantity? • Or sector j itself sells commodity i to sector i. In this case, sector j, which normally produces commodity j, becomes also manufacturer of commodity i. Strange. Moreover it violates the identity sector-product.
If we consider the example of car industry for j and of steel for i, then in the first case, the car sector buys a negative quantity of steel: what does mean a negative input? In the 15 Remark that ( )
never contains negatives even if equation (33) in annex -one of the four cases of the industry-based model-could lead to negatives. 16 The 1993 SNA (United Nations 1999, p. 83) explains that it is impossible to make the symmetric-table model functioning when by-products lead to introduce negatives (in the Stone's "negative transfer method"): the net output of by-product cannot be equal to zero if the final demand increases. It is a completely different reason to explain why negatives are impossible. 
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second case, the car sector sells a positive quantity of steel to the steel sector itself, that is, the steel sector becomes a manufacturer of steel entirely sold to the car industry, without itself consuming steel: if we think on the balance of opposed flows, the car industry is becoming a net seller of steel to the steel industry by selling more to this sector than it buys: very unlikely. In any case, these interpretations that makes the car industry in a situation of being multiproduct which is excluded by the square Leontief model. C : we could say that we don't care of the problem of negatives. This is the position of the large majority of the authors. However, negatives in the inverse matrices 1 − C -which is only an intermediary result-is a very important problem even when there are no negatives in ( )
Why negatives in
. Having one forbidden mathematical object inside a mathematical derivation is not allowed even if the result is allowed. I take an example in the probability theory. The probability of having a six with 6-faces dice is 1/6. Hence, the probability of having a double-six with two 6-faces dices is ( ) ( )
. Now, assume that we are the Devil with a special dice, impossible for humans, where the probability of having a 6 is negative, say 6 1 − , the other probabilities (of having 1 to 5) being equal to 1.16666/5. What is the probability of having a double 6? It is ( ) ( )
, of course, an ordinary positive probability: acceptable. However, will humans accept this result even if it falls between zero and one? Certainly not because 6 1 − and the probabilities greater than 1 are impossible.
In the product-technology model, even when there are no negative terms in the results of the model (equations (14), (16), (17) and (18)), there are always in 1 − C . However one has been obliged to pass by an illegal operation, the inversion of C to obtain these results. For most authors and scholars, having negatives in 1 − C is not an issue even though the result given by the inverse matrix is not negative: they neglect everything except the direct matrices U, V and B, and the inverse matrices. In their mind, the input-output models are only interesting for deriving multipliers from inverse matrices. The core of the question is there. Beyond the question of the realistic character of the negative terms in input-output analysis, some arguments against the negative terms in 1 − C can be exposed following the idea that the input-output model can be understood in terms of iterative intermediary transmission of economic impacts. The idea of circuit is exposed in (de Mesnard, 2004) but another idea is possible: Markovian chains. Some other arguments come even if one considers only the final result of inverse matrices.
We develop here a probabilistic interpretation of the Supply-Use model in terms of Markovian chains, what follows from the interpretation of input-output analysis in terms of probability (Jackson and West 1989) . If we follow the probabilistic interpretation in terms of Markovian chains, coefficient ij b is the probability that industry j spends one unit of money in commodity i, ij d is the probability of producing commodity j by industry i and ij c is the probability for industry i to produce commodity j. 
is generated by the following reasoning. Commodity j has a probability ij d of being produced by industry i: D is a Markovian matrix of probability. Then when a quantity ( ) k j q of good j is produced, the expectancy of the output of industry i is
For all commodities j, the expectancy of the output of industry i is
. As the probability of industry i to buy an intermediate commodity j is ij b , the expectancy of industry i to buy good j is equal to
. The expectancy of all industries i to buy commodity j is equal to
. If we make the hypothesis that the true value of This negative term means that, in plain English, the probability of industry i to manufacture commodity j is negative. This has no meaning since these shares cannot be negative, as indicated above when the interpretation in terms of probabilities has been done. Hence, as this so-called probability may be negative in some cases as demonstrated in the theorem recalled above (there is at least one negative term per row and per column), it is not a probability. In conclusion, even if C is a Markovian probability matrix, 1 − C is not and the derivation done as above is impossible for the product-technology model.
It was the same for the interpretation in terms of circuit developed by de Mesnard (2004). The plausibility of the two alternative hypotheses depend on the possibility of building a circuit: either the circuit is plausible and the solution of the model is economically meaningful or it is not. De Mesnard has demonstrated (2004) that the product-technology Make-Use model cannot form a circuit if it is demand-driven even if the matrices are square; but it can if the model is supply-driven even if the matrices are rectangular.
Same number of commodities and industries: epistemological discussion
Mathematical derivations from the product-technology hypothesis are possible only if the number of commodities is equal to the number of industries (square matrices). The following quotation of the SNA (United Nations 1999, p. 95) is very clear (with our notations):
C implies a strong restrictiveness of the commodity technology assumption, i.e., C is invertible only if C is square or the number of industries must equal the number of products. This mathematical requirement is unrealistic since the number of industries needs not equal the number of products unless statisticians make it so by aggregation".
Can we go further? • Either the number of commodities is necessarily equal to the number of industries: there is a one-to-one correspondence between commodities and industries, that is, commodities are defined according to industries and reciprocally. It is what Miller et Blair (1985) suggest when they indicate that each industry is named from the main product that they produce, what gives a Supply matrix with a strong main diagonal (after having sorted adequately the rows and columns). In this case, one is very close to the French idea of "sector". This point of view poses some additional problems. For example, what happens if two sectors have the same main product? They are merged, but this leaves aside an orphan product. Or what happens if a sector has two main products, placed equal first? There is no mean for deciding.
At the same time, when the number of commodities is necessarily equal to the number of industries, one is very close to the Leontief square model (commodities being defined at a very fine level and hence being rather homogenous) but now the nondiagonal elements indicate only the secondary products, what remove much interest to the Supply matrix.
• Or the number of commodities and industries is equal by chance, but without any correspondence between industries and commodities. This cannot be anything else than a fortuitous coincidence. The main interest of the Stone model is to be close to the idea of firms by considering that industries may have many products, and that a product may be produced by many industries. However, in the real life, the number of firms is not equal to the number of products.
o In some sectors, there will be much more products than firms; this will be the case in industry and service sectors (example: there is a virtually infinite variety of cars, models and variants in a same car manufacturer or the virtually infinite types of service contracts).
o In other sectors, there will be much more firms than products (for example in agriculture with the very large number of farmers producing a very homogenous good, as wheat, corn, fruits, etc.).
o And in some rare cases, there will not be necessarily the same number of firms and products, but these numbers will be of the same order of magnitude (for example, in the wine sector in France).
Moreover, modern companies are multidivisional (Aoki's M form), each division often producing a different main product. Hence the modern company cannot belong to a particular industry but to many industries at the same time: it is nonsense to say what the main product of such a company is.
A last argument: even if one admits that a firm must belongs to the industry of its main products, this leaves aside the very large number of secondary products. It is impossible to say that all secondary products are main products of other industries and conversely; some secondary products may remain into the air. What to do with them? One concludes that the philosophy of the model must be fundamentally rectangular, with an unequal number of commodities and industries.
• Ten Raa and van der Ploeg (1989, p. 95-96) discuss what happens when there are more commodities than sectors and conversely.
o The case of more commodities than sectors occurs "when input-output data are aggregated into national accounts": there are more technical coefficients than equations; the coefficients are impossible to infer.
o The case of more sectors than commodities occurs "when input-output data are in raw form", that is, these data come from establishments: there are more equations than technical coefficients. Ten Raa suggests to introduce an error term,
and to estimate these equations econometrically. This is interesting but we are far beyond the mathematics of input-output analysis: if we begin to use econometrics, one might as well introduce non linear coefficients, etc., that is, abandon input-output economics to the benefit of a computable general equilibrium model, of which purpose is largely different.
Conclusion
After recalling what the product-technology model is, we have demonstrated five things.
i.
The negatives are systematical in matrix 1 − C , at least one per row and one per column in each of its nondiagonal blocs.
ii.
In the product-technology model, all of the four inverse matrices are affected by the negative terms of iv.
Unlike the industry-based model, the product-technology model cannot be interpreted in terms of Markovian matrices while it was yet established that it cannot be in terms of circuit.
v. Requiring the matrices U and V to be square is a strong assumption that has very bad epistemological consequences which remove much of the interest of the model.
Hence the negative terms have baneful consequences much more serious than those generally considered. Thus, trying to eliminate them is not adequate: the whole model in its product technology version is false and must be rejected, even if it fulfils the four axioms proposed by Kop Jansen and ten Raa (Kop Jansen and ten Raa 1990; ten Raa 2005). The product-technology hypothesis must be abandoned. To the benefit of what? The alternative model, the industry technology, even if this one is disappointing from the point of view the four axioms since this technology fulfils only the first axiom and even if it leads to use "production recipes" that are sometimes absurd? Perhaps, unless another model can be developed.
The same conclusions should be able to be transposed, mutatis mutandis, to the industry-by-industry input-output tables when the fixed industry sales structure assumption is posed -Eurostat's model C: "Each industry has its own specific sales structure, irrespective of its product mix" (Eurostat 2008, p. 297 )-: the inverse of matrix V has also to be computed.
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One last epistemological remark. Even if the linear models are the simplest in Economics, this particular model poses some insuperable difficulties. One may wonder if making it non-linear as in the models of computable general equilibrium changes anything.
5 Annex. The industries-based technology assumption in the product-by-product tables
In the industries-technology model "…we assume that the total output [ j q ] of a commodity [j] is provided by industries [i] in fixed proportions", as said by Miller & Blair (1985, p. 165) . The input structure of an industry does not depend of the goods that it produces; that is, the matrix D is fixed:
This assumption corresponds to a fixed market share of all industries (realistic in the short run and to the by-products). Combining (3) and (24) and by using (31) the following solution:
18 The fixed product sales structure hypothesis -Eurostat's model D: "Each product has its own specific sales structure, irrespective of the industry where it is produced" (Eurostat 2008, p . 297)-is not affected by negatives. 19 As for Stone (1961, p. 107) who says: "… on the assumption that each industry produces a fixed proportion… of each product…". is the commodity -industry inverse matrix. 20 Note that ten Raa's theorem 7.1 (ten Raa and van der Ploeg 1989, p. 89) demonstrates that V is invertible; hence, we deduce of it that D is also invertible (from (24), D is the product of V and of an invertible matrix). It must be recalled that the industries based hypothesis violates three of the four axioms cited above: financial balance, price invariance and scale invariance and respects only the axiom of material balance.
In the industry-based technology, only the last case obliges to calculate the inverse of D. One has: for the last case. It is thus seen that the inversion of D is here only one case among four, which conditions the three others by no means. There is thus no obligation for U and V to be 20 Remark that Gilchrist et al. (2000) derive the model by considering that the whole model is a unique matrix (as it is done in Miller & Blair (1985, p. 161 
